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Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

Certified Photo Technician for a major drug retail company with the demonstrated ability to define,
communicate, and obtain goals by breaking complex issues into manageable components. Excels 
in the use of analytical and problem solving abilities. Strong interpersonal skills utilized in 
motivating the team towards meeting company goals and in striving towards excellence in 
exceeding the customer needs.

SKILLS

Hardworking individual, Reliable and willing to learn.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Certified Photo Technician
ABC Corporation  June 2009 – May 2010 
 Offered retention options to the client from a list of previously determined choices to prevent 

attrition or churn.
 Used negotiation options that are previously determined acceptable by the management 

team.
 Resoluted may involve investigation into the client&rsquo;s support history or needs analysis 

based on the client&rsquo;s business needs.
 Reported on client interactions to drive key learnings for management.
 Acted as Red Flag Warning system for churn trends to specific competitors in the marketplace.
 Worked together with Client Care and Pricing Analysis teams to address high-volume rate 

reviews and rate review requests through proactive efforts.
 Negotiated with clients to establish a pricing plan both our company and their business can 

successfully continue with.

Certified Photo Technician
Delta Corporation  2006 – 2009 
 Utilized multiple computer and printing systems to fulfill customer orders Handling refunds 

and exchanges; helping with photos and other store .
 Hourly photo production Large caseload produced in a timely manner Customer service 

representative Record keeping for daily sales Cash-in and cash-.
 Started out as a cashier and quickly got trained and promoted to a Certified Photo Technician 

with Fuji equipment.
 Managed to get three raises in one year due to excellent performance reviews.
 Responsibilities include all aspects of customer service, cash management, stocking, building 

displays.
 Selected to travel to other store locations in my district to aid in companywide improvement 

project.
 Develop customers pictures and digital pictures.

EDUCATION

MS
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